SL-20

DD-7

Slicer

The Next Step
in Compact Delay

Instant Audio Adrenaline
Inject a shot of high-octane fuel into your music
with the SL-20 Slicer. Instantly transform a guitar,
bass, keyboard, or vocal into a pulsating groove
instrument. Choose from 50 onboard
Slice patterns or experiment with the SL-20’s
innovative Harmonic Slicer feature,
which generates percussive melodies,
Loop Record and unique 3D Panning.

● Instant groove and percussive-melody
generator
● 50 Slice patterns onboard with adjustable
attack and duration, including Harmonic Slice
● Tap Tempo via onboard pedal switch;
internal and MIDI sync
● Sound characteristics such as attack, duration,
effect level and direct level are controllable
via external Expression pedal (sold separately)
● Variety of output modes, including the unique
3D Panning for spacious sliced FX

Digital Delay

Even with the best-selling delays in
compact-pedal history, BOSS continues
to push the envelope and innovate. The
new DD-7 takes the best features from
its predecessors and expands the creative
potential with Modulation Delay mode,
classic modeled Analog Delay mode,
external pedal control options, longer
delay time and more.

Groove and Melody Maker
The SL-20 transforms your music into percussive “chopped” grooves. Fifty
rhythmic patterns are onboard, with adjustable note attack and duration,
plus amazing Harmonic Slice effects. Create high-energy patterns onstage
in real-time, or use the SL-20 as a songwriting and recording tool. Play
the sliced sounds in realtime while capturing them with Loop Record.

Flexible Control
An internal tap-tempo feature is included, as well as the ability to sync to
external MIDI clock. Sound characteristics of the SL-20 such as attack,
duration, effect level and direct level can be controlled by the onboard
knobs or from an external Expression pedal.

Universal FX
The SL-20 is an addictive effect that inspires creativity. It’s great for guitarists,
but it’s equally useful for other instrumentalists as well. Plug in a bass,
keyboard, iPod®, or any other instrument or music-playback device. DJs and
dance-music artists will also love the SL-20 as a rhythmic-performance tool.

● Expanded delay time, up to 6.4 seconds
● Modulation Delay mode offers natural,
chorus-type sounds
● Analog Delay mode models the classic,
warm BOSS DM-2 analog delay sound
● Tap-tempo controllable via external footswitch
● Delay time, feedback and effect level can
be controlled via external Expression pedal
(sold separately)
● Up to 40 seconds of recording for sound on
sound (Hold mode)

Expanded Delay Time
Up to 6.4 seconds of delay time is available with the DD-7, a marked increase
from its predecessor. In addition, Hold mode allows up to 40 seconds of
input to be recorded for creating “sound on sound” performances.

New Delay Modes
The DD-7 is equipped with two innovative new delay modes. Modulation
Delay provides chorus-flavored sounds. Analog Delay offers a modeled
simulation of the classic BOSS DM-2, beloved for its characteristic warmth.

External Control
For hands-free control of the DD-7, an external footswitch and Expression
pedal (sold separately) can be used. Tap-tempo can be controlled from an
external footswitch, while delay time, feedback and effect level can be
changed on the fly via Expression pedal.

Stereo Output
Create amazing effects with the DD-7’s stereo output, such as spatial
audio sweeps via true stereo panning. You can also use the stereo outputs
to create separate dry and wet signal paths — handy for recording and
live-performance control.
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